Gadget Cushion

Printable
Instructions for use
with Fusible Interfacing

Handmade for YOU!
A “home” for your phone &
pins, needles, thread, notions, stylus, pen,
watch, eyeglasses, sticky notes, keys
business cards & more.

My Business Cards
www.quiltsmart.com

www.quiltsmart.com

MATERIALS:
You will need a minimum of a 10” x 10” square to make one Gadget Cushion and four Tool Tabs (optional).
One Fat Quarter (18” x 20/22“) makes two Gadget Cushions & tabs.
1) Cut instructions apart from Gadget Cushion Interfacing Pattern. Fuse ROUGH-side of interfacing pattern
to WRONG-side of fabric pieces (illustration a). Small circle is for centering designs. Trim on dashed lines.
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2) TOOL TABS: Cut the Tool Tab Strip apart from the Gadget Cushion on the double-dashed line marked
with scissors. Fold Tool Tab Strip edges to center dotted line (illustration b). Fold again so that folded
edges meet. Stitch along folded edges. Cut in half, and in half again to yield 4 tabs (illustration c). Fold
each tab in half and position at markings on RIGHT side of fabric (not the interfacing side - that is just a
guide!) ! Stitch across each tab from dot to dot on solid line of the interfacing side. Tabs can be used in
any seam - possible postions are marked.
3) GADGET CUSHION: Stitch (or crease) on “guide lines” . Note that you will stitch over the guide lines in
step 8, so the lines will be double stitched. Creasing will not show later, but is harder to see in step 8.
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Top Opening

4) Fold on Center Line RIGHT SIDES TOGETHER, matching raw edges (illustration d). Stitch on line A from dot to dot,
backstitching at ends. Stitch on line B, pivoting at corner, backstitching at ends.

A

5) Pinch Top together so that the Center Line meets Seam A. Stitch on line C, backstitching at ends (illustration e).
6) Turn right side out through Top opening. Finger-press edges flat. Work corners out gently with a pointer creaser.
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8 ) Using a funnel, fill the smaller bottom section. Fold seam in and secure by handstitching or with fabric glue
C
(”Liquid Stitch™” is great - follow manufacture’s instructions - we use a toothpick to apply the glue to the inside
seam allowance). Tip: Clothespins work great for closing the openings while glue is drying. Fill & secure
A
the top portion as you did the bottom portion.
be
7) Stitch on crease lines, forming the area where the phone will rest.
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SMART TIPS:
- Embellish before sewing with decorative stitches, an appliqué, embroidery, or
ribbon trim!
- If you need to reposition the interfacing, reheat it, and peel up carefully.
- Stuffing Suggestions: Ground walnut shells (will sharpen pins!), Glass bead pellets,
Fabric scraps, or stuffing. The beads & shells (even some) will add weight to the
cushion...and that is nice to have.
- Make from recycled quilt blocks!
Great gift tor teachers, techies, teens, book clubs, quilting buddies!!
- For a little aroma, add scented sachet to your cushion!
- Cut out and fuse the fusible interfacing gift tag to cardstock muslin,
or manilla shipping label.
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